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Abstract
In this paper, the stability behaviors of stochastic differential equations (SDEs) driven by time-
changed Brownian motions are discussed. Based on the generalized Lyapunov method and stochas-
tic analysis, necessary conditions are provided for solutions of time-changed SDEs to be stable
in different senses, such as stochastic stability, stochastically asymptotic stability and globally
stochastically asymptotic stability. Also, a connection between the stability of the solution to the
time-changed SDEs and that to their corresponding non-time-changed SDEs is revealed by applying
the duality theorem. Finally, two examples are provided to illustrate the theoretical results.
Keywords: Inverse subordinator; Time-changed Brownian motions; Time-changed stochastic
differential equations (SDEs); Stochastic stability; Stochastically asymptotic stability; Globally
stochastically asymptotic stability;
1. Introduction
Stochastic differential equations (SDEs) play an important role in modeling dynamical systems
when taking into account uncertainty noise in areas such as physics, biology, economics and finance,
see [1, 2, 3, 4]. One of the most important qualitative behaviors of SDEs is the stability of their
solutions, which has been well studied by [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. When considering SDEs driven by a
semimartingale which is the largest class of driven processes for Itoˆ integrals, Mao studied several
kinds of stable behaviors, specifically, exponential stability for linear and nonlinear SDEs [10, 11],
polynomial stability for perturbed SDEs [12], and eventual uniform asymptotic stability for SDEs
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with a spatial parameter [13]. Stochastic delay differential equations (SDDEs), also known as
stochastic functional differential equations, are a natural generalization of SDEs. They take account
into the effects of past behaviors of the system that are imposed on the system’s current status.
The corresponding stability of solutions to SDDEs has been studied in [14, 15, 16]. To consider the
phenomenon of several stochastic systems switching among each other according to the movement
of a Markov chain, a new type of system called an SDE with Markovian switch has been studied
in [17, 18]. The associated stability analysis of this type of Markovian switching stochastic system
is also discussed in [19, 20].
Recently, Kei Kobayashi [21] has studied the following new type of SDEs driven by a time-
changed semimartingale:
dX(t) = ρ(t, Et, X(t−))dt+ f(t, Et, X(t−))dEt + g(t, Et, X(t−))dZEt , X(0) = x0, (1)
where Zt is a semimartingale andEt is the time change which is an inverse of a β-stable subordinator,
known as the hitting time (first passage time) of a β-stable subordinator. For more information
about a β-subordinator and its inverse, see [22, 23]. Since the time change Et and the time-changed
semimartingale ZEt in (1) are both semimartingales with respect to an appropriate filtration, the
time-changed SDE (1) is well-posed in the sense of Itoˆ calculus. Also, since the inverse process
(time change Et) remains constant over jump intervals of the subordinator and the duration of
those resting periods is not exponential, the time change Et is not Markovian. This non-Markovian
time change Et results in a time fractional Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov (FPK) equations associated
with solutions to SDEs (1). For example, the time fractional FPK equation being associated with
the solution to SDE driven by a time-changed Le´vy processes [24] and SDE driven by a time-changed
Gaussian processes [25] have been studied, respectively. These papers successfully provide a bridge
between time fractional FPK equations and their corresponding SDEs.
The SDEs driven by time-changed semimartingales in (1) are different from SDEs with respect
to semimartingales in [11, 10] where the stabilities of solutions to such SDEs are discussed. In these
papers, the SDE with respect to a semimartingale are as the form:
dX(t) = AX(t)dµ(t) +G(X(t), t)dM(t),
where the semimartingale M(t) = (M1(t),M2(t), · · · ,Mm(t))
T has the nice quadratic variation
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property:
〈Mi,Mj〉(t) =
∫ t
0
Kij(s)dµ(s), (2)
where µ(s) is a continuous nondecreasing process bounded by linear functions. However, even the
semimartingale in (1) is the nice standard Brownian motion Bt, its corresponding time-changed
Brownian motion BEt dose not satisfy the property (2). Although the time-changed Brownian
motion BEt is a square integrable martingale [26], its quadratic variation process Et satisfies [27]
E(Ent ) =
n!
Γ(nβ + 1)
tnβ ,
where Γ(·) is the Gamma function.
In this paper, we study the stability of solutions to the following SDEs which are driven by the
time-changed Brownian motion BEt
dX(t) = ρ(t, Et, X(t))dt+ f(t, Et, X(t))dEt + g(t, Et, X(t))dBEt (3)
with a constant initial value X(0) = x0, where functions ρ, f and g : R+ ×R+ ×R → R are ap-
propriately specified later. By applying the time-changed Itoˆ formula and generalizing a Lyapunov
function method discussed in [9, 28], the stochastic stability, stochastically asymptotic stability and
globally stochastically asymptotic stability are discussed. A deep connection between stability of
solutions to time-changed SDEs and that of non-time-changed SDEs is derived by applying the
duality theorem. Finally, in order to illustrate the theory in this paper, two examples are provided.
2. Time-changed stochastic differential equations
Throughout this paper, let (Ω,F , (Ft)t≥0,P) be a complete filtered probability space with a fil-
tration (Ft)t≥0 which satisfies the usual conditions, i.e., (Ft)t≥0 is right-continuous and F0 contains
all the P-null sets in F .
An Ft adapted process Et is called a time change if it is a nondecreasing family of Ft adapted
stopping times with ca`dla`g paths which means the sample paths are right-continuous with left
limits. Also, if each stopping time is finite almost surely, the time change is said to be finite. Let
Et be a finite Ft adapted time change. Definite a new filtration Gt as
Gt = FEt ,
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which also satisfies the usual conditions because of the right-continuity of Ft and Et.
A subordinator is a one-dimensional Le´vy process with nondecreasing sample paths. For a Le´vy
process U(t) on R, it is a subordinator if and only if its Le´vy triple takes the form (b, 0, ν) where b
is a nonnegative constant and ν is a measure on R satisfying
ν(−∞, 0) = 0 and
∫ ∞
0
(1 ∧ x)ν(dx) <∞.
In particular, a stable subordinator with index β ∈ (0, 1) is a one-dimensional strictly increasing
Le´vy process denoted by Uβ(t) and characterized by Laplace transform
E[exp(−sUβ(t)] = exp(−ts
β), s ≥ 0. (4)
For more details on Le´vy processes and stable subordinators, please see[29, 30, 31]. For an Ft
adapted β-stable subordinator Uβ(t) with Laplace transform as in (4), define its generalized inverse
β-stable subordinator as
Et := E
β
t = inf{s > 0 : Uβ(s) > t}, (5)
which is also called the first hitting time process. Since the β-stable subordinator Uβ(t) is strictly
increasing, its inverse β-stable subordinator Et is continuous and nondecreasing. Particularly, the
flat periods of the trajectories of Et correspond to the jumps of the β-stable subordinator Uβ(t).
According to (5), Et is a stopping time adapted to the filtration Ft, which means Et is an Ft
adapted time change.
Let Bt be a standard Brownian motion independent of Et. Define the special filtration Ft as
Ft =
⋂
s>t
{
σ[Br : 0 ≤ r ≤ s] ∨ σ[Er : r ≥ 0]
}
, (6)
where Br is the standard Brownian motion and the notation σ1∨σ2 denotes the σ-algebra generated
by the union of the σ-algebras σ1 and σ2. The [26] concludes that the time-changed Brownian motion
BEt is a square integrable martingale with respect to the filtration {Gt}t≥0 where Gt = FEt . Also
in [32, 33], the transition density function p(x, t) of the time-changed Brownian motion is shown to
satisfy the following fractional diffusion equation
∂p(x, t)
∂t
= D1−βt
{
1
2
∂2
∂x2
}
p(x, t), p(x, 0) = δ(x),
where D1−βt is the Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative defined in term of gamma function Γ(·)
D
1−β
t f(t) =
1
Γ(β)
d
dt
∫ t
0
(t− s)β−1f(s)ds.
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Now consider the stochastic time-changed differential equation of the form in (3) where functions
ρ, f and g : R+ × R+ × R → R satisfy the following Lipschitz condition as well as a technical
assumption.
Assumption 2.1. ([21]) Lipschitz condition: there exists a positive constant K such that
|ρ(t1, t2, x)− ρ(t1, t2, y)|+ |f(t1, t2, x)− f(t1, t2, y)|+ |g(t1, t2, x)− g(t1, t2, y)| ≤ K|x− y|
for all t1, t2 ∈ R+ and x, y ∈ R.
Assumption 2.2. ([21]) Technical condition: if X(t) is a ca`dla`g and Gt-adapted process, then
ρ(t, Et, X(t)), f(t, Et, X(t)), g(t, Et, X(t)) ∈ L(Gt),
where Gt = FEt and L(Gt) denotes the class of ca`gla`d (i.e., sample paths which are left-continuous
with right limits) and Gt-adapted processes.
One example of such functions is a linear function ρ(t1, t2, x) = ρ1(t1, t2)x where ρ1(t1, t2) is
a bounded continuous function on R+ × R+. Under Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2, Kobayashi estab-
lishes the following lemma in [21] on the existence and uniqueness of solutions to the time-changed
SDEs (3).
Lemma 2.1. ([21] Existence and Uniqueness of Solutions) Let Et be the inverse of the β-stable
subordinator Uβ(t). Suppose ρ, f, g are real-valued functions defined on R+ × R+ × R satisfying
Lipschitz condition 2.1 and technical condition 2.2. Then there exists a unique Gt adapted process
X(t) satisfying the time-changed SDE (3).
The next lemma from [21] reveals a deep connection between the following classical Itoˆ SDE
and its corresponding time-changed SDE. Consider
dY (t) = f(t, Y (t))dt+ g(t, Y (t))dBt, with Y (0) = x0, (7)
dX(t) = f(Et, X(t))dEt + g(Et, X(t))dBEt , with X(0) = x0. (8)
Lemma 2.2. ([21] Duality of SDEs) Let Et be the inverse of a β-stable subordinator Uβ(t).
1. If a process Y (t) satisfies SDE (7), then X(t) := Y (Et) satisfies the time-changed SDE (8).
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2. If a process X(t) satisfies the time-changed SDE (8), then Y (t) := X(U(t)) satisfies the
classical SDE (7).
Remark 2.1. Throughout the remainder of the paper, X(t, x0) always denotes the unique solution
of the time-changed SDE (3) with the initial value X(0) = x0.
3. Stability of stochastic differential equations driven by a time-changed Brownian
motion
In this section, the stability of the solution to the time-changed SDE (3) is studied. Based on
Lyapunov method, some sufficient criteria are proposed to derive stochastically stable solutions to
the time-changed SDE (3). Before proceeding to the stability analysis, the following useful lemmas,
notations, and definitions are introduced.
Let C1,1,2(R+×R+×R;R) denote the family of all functions F (t1, t2, x) fromR+×R+×R→ R
which are once differentiable in t1andt2 as well as continuously twice differentiable in x. Then, the
generalized time-changed Itoˆ formula is introduced from [34].
Lemma 3.1. ([34]) Suppose Uβ(t) is a β-stable subordinator and Et is its associated inverse stable
subordinator. Let X(t) be a Gt = FEt (Ft defined in (6)) adapted process defined by
X(t) = x0 +
∫ t
0
P (s)ds+
∫ t
0
Φ(s)dEs +
∫ t
0
Ψ(s)dBEs ,
where P,Φ and Ψ are measurable functions such that those integrals exist. If F : R+×R+×R→ R
is a C1,1,2(R+ ×R+ ×R;R) function, then with probability one
F (t, Et, X(t))− F (0, 0, x0) =
∫ t
0
Ft1(t, Es, X(s))ds+
∫ t
0
Ft2(s, Es, X(s))dEs
+
∫ t
0
Fx(s, Es, X(s))P (s)ds+
∫ t
0
Fx(s, Es, X(s))Φ(s)dEs
+
∫ t
0
Fx(s, Es, X(s))Ψ(s)dBEs +
1
2
∫ t
0
Fxx(s, Es, X(s))Ψ
2(s)dEs,
where Ft1 , Ft2 and Fx are first derivatives, respectively, and Fxx denotes the second derivative.
Let C1,1,2(R+×R+×R;R+) denote the family of all nonnegative functions which is a subspace
of C1,1,2(R+ ×R+ ×R;R). If V (t1, t2, x) ∈ C
1,1,2(R+ ×R+ ×R;R+), define two operators L1V
and L2V from R+ ×R+ ×R→ R+ by
L1V (t1, t2, x) = Vt1(t1, t2, x) + Vx(t1, t2, x)ρ(t1, t2, x)
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and
L2V (t1, t2, x) = Vt2(t1, t2, x) + Vx(t1, t2, x)f(t1, t2, x) +
1
2
Vxxg
2(t1, t2, x),
where
Vt1(t1, t2, x) =
∂V (t1, t2, x)
∂t1
, Vt2(t1, t2, x) =
∂V (t1, t2, x)
∂t2
,
Vx(t1, t2, x) =
∂V (t1, t2, x)
∂x
, Vxx(t1, t2, x) =
∂2V (t1, t2, x)
∂x2
.
Definition 3.1. ([9]) Assume that
ρ(t1, t2, 0) = f(t1, t2, 0) = g(t1, t2, 0) = 0 for all t1, t2 ≥ 0.
Then the time-changed SDE (3) has the solution X(t, x0) = 0 corresponding to the initial value
x0 = 0. This solution is called the trivial solution or equilibrium position.
Definition 3.2. ([9, 28] Definition 2.1)The trivial solution of the time-changed SDE (3) is said to
be
1) stochastically stable or stable in probability if for every pair of ǫ ∈ (0, 1) and r > 0, there
exists a δ = δ(ǫ, r) > 0 such that
P
{
|X(t, x0)| < r for all t ≥ 0
}
≥ 1− ǫ
whenever |x0| < δ;
2) stochastically asymptotically stable if it is stochastically stable and, moreover, for every ǫ ∈
(0, 1), there exists a δ0 = δ0(ǫ) > 0 such that
P
{
lim
t→∞
X(t, x0) = 0
}
≥ 1− ǫ
whenever |x0| < δ0;
3) globally stochastically asymptotically stable if it is stochastically stable and, moreover, for all
x0 ∈ R
P
{
lim
t→∞
X(t, x0) = 0
}
= 1.
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Remark 3.1. Throughout this paper, without loss of generality, consider the initial value x0 ∈ R
to be a deterministic constant. The initial value being a random variable seems more general but
in effect it is equivalent to having a deterministic constant initial value. For more details on this
see [9].
Let K denote the family of all nondecreasing functions µ : R+ → R+ such that µ(r) > 0 for all
r > 0. Also let
Sh = {x ∈ R : |x| < h} ∀ 0 < h ≤ ∞.
Theorem 3.1. If there exists a function V (t1, t2, x) ∈ C
1,1,2(R+ ×R+ × Sh;R+) and µ ∈ K such
that the following conditions are satisfied:
1) V (t1, t2, 0) = 0,
2) µ(|x|) ≤ V (t1, t2, x) for all (t1, t2, x) ∈ R+ ×R+ × Sh,
3) L1V (t1, t2, x) ≤ 0,
4) L2V (t1, t2, x) ≤ 0,
then the trivial solution of the time-changed SDE (3) is stochastically stable or stable in probability.
Proof. Let ε ∈ (0, 1) and 0 < r < h be arbitrary. Since V (t1, t2, x) is continuous on R+ ×R+ ×Sh
and V (t1, t2, 0) = 0, there exists a δ = δ(ε, r) > 0 such that
1
ε
sup
x0∈Sδ
V (0, 0, x0) ≤ µ(r). (9)
From (9) and the condition 2)
δ < r.
Let x0 ∈ Sh and define the stopping time
Tr = inf{t ≥ 0 : |X(t, x0)| ≥ r} (10)
and
Uk = k ∧ inf
{
t ≥ 0 :
∣∣∣∣
∫ Tr∧t
0
Vx(s, Es, X(s))g(s, Es, X(s))dBEs
∣∣∣∣ ≥ k
}
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for k = 1, 2, · · · . It is obvious that Uk → ∞ as k → ∞. Applying the time-changed Itoˆ formula,
Lemma 3.1, to SDE (3) yields
V (Tr ∧ Uk, ETr∧Uk ,X(Tr ∧ Uk)) = V (0, 0, x0) +
∫ Tr∧Uk
0
L1V (s, Es, X(s))ds
+
∫ Tr∧Uk
0
L2V (s, Es, X(s))dEs +
∫ Tr∧Uk
0
Vx(s, Es, X(s))g(s, Es, X(s))dBEs .
(11)
From [26] and [35],
∫ t
0
Vx(s, Es, X(s))g(s, Es, X(s))dBEs
is a mean 0, square integrable martingale with respect the filtration Gt = FEt . Therefore, taking
expectations on both sides of (11), and considering conditions 3) and 4) yield
EV (Tr ∧ Uk, ETr∧Uk , X(Tr ∧ Uk)) ≤ V (0, 0, x0). (12)
Let k →∞ and then apply Fatou’s lemma on the left hand side of (12) to obtain
EV (Tr, ETr , X(Tr)) ≤ V (0, 0, x0).
Since V (t1, t2, x) is a nonnegative function,
E
{
V (Tr, ETr , X(Tr))1{Tr<∞}
}
≤ EV (Tr, ETr , X(Tr)) ≤ V (0, 0, x0). (13)
On the other hand, apply condition 2) to yield
E
{
V (Tr, ETr , X(Tr))1{Tr<∞}
}
≥ E
{
µ(|X(Tr)|)1{Tr<∞}
}
. (14)
Also since the function µ is nondecreasing, applying (10) and (14) yields
|X(Tr)| ≥ r
and
E
{
V (Tr, ETr , X(Tr))1{Tr<∞}
}
≥ µ(r)P
{
Tr <∞
}
. (15)
Then, combining (9), (13) and (15) yields
P
{
Tr <∞
}
≤ ε,
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which implies
P
{
Tr =∞
}
≥ 1− ε.
Therefore,
P
{
|X(t, x0)| < r for all t ≥ 0
}
≥ 1− ε,
which verifies the definition of X(t, x0) being stochastically stable and therefore completes the proof
of Theorem 3.1.
The next theorem concerns stochastically asymptotically stable as stated in 2) of Definition 3.2.
Before proposing the next theorem, another helpful notation is needed.
Sh = {x ∈ R : |x| ≤ h} ∀ 0 < h ≤ ∞.
Theorem 3.2. If there exists a function V (t1, t2, x) ∈ C
1,1,2(R+ ×R+ × Sh;R+) and µ ∈ K such
that
1. V (t1, t2, 0) = 0,
2. µ(|x|) ≤ V (t1, t2, x) for all (t1, t2, x) ∈ R+ ×R+ ×R,
3. for any α ∈ (0, h), x ∈ Sh − Sα,
assume
L1V (t1, t2, x) ≤ −γ1(α) a.s.
and
L2V (t1, t2, x) ≤ −γ2(α) a.s.,
where γ1(α) ≥ 0 and γ2(α) ≥ 0 but not equal to zero at the same time. Then the trivial solution of
the time-changed SDE (3) is stochastically asymptotically stable.
Proof. From Theorem 3.1, it is known that the trivial solution of the time-changed SDE (3) is
stochastically stable. This means for any fixed ε ∈ (0, 1), there is a δ = δ(ε) > 0 such that
P
{
|X(t, x0)| < h for all t ≥ 0
}
≥ 1−
ε
5
(16)
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whenever x0 ∈ Sδ. Then fix x0 ∈ Sδ and let 0 < α < β < |x0| be arbitrary. Accordingly, define the
following stopping times
Th = inf{t ≥ 0 : |X(t, x0)| ≥ h}, (17)
Tα = inf{t ≥ 0 : |X(t, x0)| ≤ α},
and
Uk = k ∧ inf
{
t ≥ 0 :
∣∣∣∣
∫ Th∧Tα∧t
0
Vx(s, Es, X(s))g(s, Es, X(s))dBEs
∣∣∣∣ ≥ k
}
(18)
for all k = 1, 2, · · · . Obviously, Uk → ∞ as k → ∞ a.s.. Now, applying the time-changed Itoˆ
formula, Lemma 3.1, to SDE (3)yields
EV (Th ∧ Tα ∧ Uk, ETh∧Tα∧Uk , X(Th ∧ Tα ∧ Uk))
= V (0, 0, x0) + E
∫ Th∧Tα∧Uk
0
L1V (s, Es, X(s))ds+ E
∫ Th∧Tα∧Uk
0
L2V (s, Es, X(s))dEs.
According to condition 3),
0 ≤ EV (Th ∧ Tα ∧ Uk, ETh∧Tα∧Uk , X(Th ∧ Tα ∧ Uk))
≤ V (0, 0, x0)− γ1(α)E(Th ∧ Tα ∧ Uk)− γ2(α)E(ETh∧Tα∧Uk).
Therefore,
γ1(α)E(Th ∧ Tα ∧ Uk) + γ2(α)EETh∧Tα∧Uk ≤ V (0, 0, x0). (19)
If k →∞ on the left hand side of (19), then (19) becomes
γ1(α)E(Th ∧ Tα) + γ2(α)EETh∧Tα ≤ V (0, 0, x0).
Also, since Et →∞ as t→∞, and γ1(α) and γ2(α) are not equal to zero at the same time,
P
{
Th ∧ Tα <∞
}
= 1. (20)
From (16) and (17),
P
{
Th <∞
}
≤
ε
5
. (21)
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Combining (20) and (21) yields
1 = P
{
Th ∧ Tα <∞
}
≤ P
{
Th <∞
}
+ P
{
Tα <∞
}
≤ P
{
Tα <∞
}
+
ε
5
.
Consequently,
P
{
Tα <∞
}
≥ 1−
ε
5
,
which implies that there exists a positive constant θ = θ(α) such that
P
{
Tα < θ
}
≥ 1−
2ε
5
.
On the other hand,
P
{
Tα < Th ∧ θ
}
≥ P
{
{Tα < θ} ∩ {Th =∞}
}
≥ P
{
Tα < θ
}
− P
{
Th <∞
}
≥ 1−
3ε
5
.
(22)
Moreover, define stopping times
π =


Tα, if Tα < Th ∧ θ
∞, otherwise
, (23)
Tβ = inf{t > π : |X(t, x0)| ≥ β}, (24)
and
Ti = inf
{
t ≥ π :
∣∣∣∣
∫ Tβ∧t
pi
Vx(s, Es, X(s))g(s, Es, X(s))dBEs
∣∣∣∣ ≥ i
}
(25)
for i = 1, 2, · · · . Similarly, Ti → ∞ as i → ∞. Again applying the time-changed Itoˆ formula and
condition 3) yield
EV (π ∧ Th ∧ t, Epi∧Th∧t, X(π ∧ Th ∧ t)) ≥ EV (Tβ ∧ Ti ∧ Th ∧ t, ETβ∧Ti∧Th∧t, X(Tβ ∧ Ti ∧ Th ∧ t))
for all i = 1, 2, · · · and t ≥ 0. Let i→∞ and then t→∞,
EV (π ∧ Th, Epi∧Th , X(π ∧ Th)) ≥ EV (Tβ ∧ Th, ETβ∧Th , X(Tβ ∧ Th)). (26)
Also, from (23), (24) and (26),
E
{
V (π ∧ Th, Epi∧Th , X(π ∧ Th))1{pi<∞}
}
≥ E
{
V (Tβ ∧ Th, ETβ∧Th , X(Tβ ∧ Th))1{Tβ<∞}
}
,
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which indicates from (22) that
E
{
V (Tα, ETα , X(Tα))1{Tα<Th∧θ}
}
≥ E
{
V (Tβ , ETβ , X(Tβ))1
{
{Tβ<∞}∩{Th=∞}
}}. (27)
Furthermore, define
Bα = sup
{
V (t1, t2, x) : (t1, t2, x) ∈ R+ ×R+ × Sα
}
. (28)
From condition 1),
lim
α→0
Bα = 0,
which means there exists a small α such that
Bα
µ(β)
<
ε
5
. (29)
Combining (27), (28) and (29) yields
P
{
{Tβ <∞} ∩ {Th =∞}
}
≤
Bα
µ(β)
<
ε
5
. (30)
Moreover,
P
{
{Tβ <∞} ∩ {Th =∞}
}
≥ P
{
Tβ <∞
}
− P
{
Th <∞
}
≥ P
{
Tβ <∞
}
−
ε
5
.
(31)
Taking into account (30) and (31) yields
P
{
Tβ <∞
}
<
2ε
5
. (32)
Furthermore, combine (22) and (32) to compute
P
{
π <∞ and Tβ =∞
}
≥ P
{
π <∞
}
− P
{
Tβ <∞
}
≥ P
{
Tα < Th ∧ θ
}
−
2ε
5
> 1− ε,
which implies
P
{
ω : lim sup
t→∞
|X(t, x0)| ≤ β
}
> 1− ε.
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Finally, since β is arbitrary, let β → 0 to yield
P
{
ω : lim
t→∞
|X(t, x0)| = 0
}
≥ 1− ε.
This completes the proof.
When the initial condition x0 ∈ R, the conclusion in Theorem 3.2 still holds. Then, it is
possible to prove that the trivial solution of (3) is globally asymptotically stochastically stable as
h→∞. So, the next theorem concerns globally stochastically asymptotically stable when imposing
a condition on the stochastic Lyapunov function V (t1, t2, x).
Theorem 3.3. Assume there exists a function V (t1, t2, x) ∈ C
1,1,2(R+×R+×R;R+) and µ ∈ K
such that
1. V (t1, t2, 0) = 0,
2. µ(|x|) ≤ V (t1, t2, x) for all (t1, t2, x) ∈ R+ ×R+ ×R,
3. for all (t1, t2, x) ∈ R+ ×R+ ×R,
lim
|x|→∞
inf
t1,t2≥0
V (t1, t2, x) =∞,
4. for all (t1, t2, x) ∈ R+ ×R+ ×R,
L1V (t1, t2, x) ≤ −γ1(x) a.s.
and
L2V (t1, t2, x) ≤ −γ2(x) a.s.,
where γ1(x) ≥ 0 and γ2(x) ≥ 0 but not equal to zero at the same time. Then the trivial solution of
the time-changed SDE (3) is globally stochastically asymptotically stable.
Proof. From Theorem 3.1, the trivial solution of the time-changed SDE (3) is stochastically stable.
Then, to show that the trivial solution of SDE (3) is globally stochastically asymptotically stable,
by 3) of Definition 3.2, requires proving that
P
{
lim
t→∞
X(t, x0) = 0
}
= 1
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for all x0 ∈ R.
For any x0 ∈ R and arbitrary ε ∈ (0, 1), from condition 3), there exists a sufficiently large h
such that
inf
|x|≥h,t1,t2≥0
V (t1, t2, x) ≥
5V (0, 0, x0)
ε
. (33)
Define the stopping time
Th = inf{t ≥ 0 : |X(t, x0)| ≥ h}.
Applying the time-changed Itoˆ formula and condition 4) yields
EV (Th ∧ t, ETh∧t, X(Th ∧ t)) ≤ V (0, 0, x0). (34)
On the other hand, from (33)
EV (Th ∧ t, ETh∧t, X(Th ∧ t)) ≥
5V (0, 0, x0)
ε
P
{
Th < t
}
. (35)
Combining (34) and (35) yields
P
{
Th < t
}
≤
ε
5
.
Then, let t→∞ to get
P
{
Th <∞
}
≤
ε
5
,
which implies
P
{
|X(t, x0)| ≤ h for all t ≥ 0
}
≥ 1−
ε
5
. (36)
From the proof of Theorem 3.2, (36) implies,
P
{
lim
t→∞
|X(t, x0)| = 0
}
≥ 1− ε.
Since ε is arbitrary,
P
{
lim
t→∞
|X(t, x0)| = 0
}
= 1
for all x0 ∈ R. The proof is complete.
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Corollary 3.1. If the trivial solution of the non-time-changed SDE (7) is stochastically stable
(stochastically asymptotically stable, globally stochastically asymptotically stable), then the trivial
solution of the time-changed SDE (8) is stochastically stable (stochastically asymptotically stable,
globally stochastically asymptotically stable), respectively.
Proof. Denote by Y (t, x0) the trivial solution of the non-time-changed SDE (7) . Since it is stochas-
tically stable, for any pair of ε ∈ (0, 1) and h > 0, there is a σ = σ(ε, h) > 0 such that
P
{
|Y (t, x0)| < h for all t ≥ 0
}
≥ 1− ε
whenever |x0| < σ.
By the Duality Lemma 2.2, the process X(t, x0) := Y (Et, x0) is the trivial solution of the time-
changed SDE (8). Since Et is independence of Brownian motion Bt, by the law of total probability,
P
{
|X(t, x0)| < h for all t ≥ 0
}
= P
{
|Y (Et, x0)| < h for all t ≥ 0
}
=
∫ ∞
0
P
{
|Y (Et, x0)| < h for all t ≥ 0
∣∣∣∣Et = τ
}
fEt(τ)dτ
=
∫ ∞
0
P
{
|Y (τ, x0)| < h for all τ ≥ 0
}
fEt(τ)dτ
≥ 1− ε,
which implies that the trivial solution to the time-changed SDE (8) is stochastically stable. Simi-
larly, we can apply the Duality Lemma 2.2 and the law of total probability to show that the trivial
solution of SDE (8) is stochastically asymptotically stable and globally stochastically asymptotically
stable.
4. Examples
In this section, two examples are provided to illustrate the results of the theorems. The first
example shows stochastic stability, stochastically asymptotic stability and globally stochastically
asymptotic stability . The second example is to verify the deep connection between the stability of
the time-changed SDE and that of its corresponding non-time-changed SDE.
Example 4.1. Consider a one-dimensional SDE driven by the time-changed Brownian motion
dX(t) = −ρ1(t, Et)X(t)dt+ f1(t, Et)X(t)dEt + g1(t, Et)X(t)dBEt (37)
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with initial value X(0) = x0, where ρ1(t1, t2), f1(t1, t2) and g1(t1, t2) are real-valued functions on
R+ ×R+ satisfying the following condition
|ρ1(t1, t2)|+ |f1(t1, t2)|+ |g1(t1, t2)| ≤ L for all t1, t2 ∈ R+,
with positive constant L. Also, assume ρ1(t1, t2), f1(t1, t2) and g1(t1, t2) are measurable with respect
to the filtration Gt = FEt . Define the Lyapunov function on R+ ×R+ ×R
V (t1, t2, x) = |x|
α
for some α ∈ (0, 1). Then,
L1V (t, Et, x) = −αρ1(t, Et)|x|
α
and
L2V (t, Et, x) = −α
(
1
2
(1 − α)g2(t, Et)− f1(t, Et)
)
|x|α.
Therefore, if
ρ1(t, Et) ≥ 0 and
1
2
(1− α)g2(t, Et)− f1(t, Et) ≥ 0 (38)
holds a.s. for all t, Et ∈ R+, Theorem 3.1 implies that the trivial solution of SDE (37) is stochasti-
cally stable. If at least one of the inequalities holds strictly in (38), Theorem 3.3 indicates that the
trivial solution of SDE (37) is globally stochastically asymptotically stable.
Example 4.2. Consider the following non-time-changed SDE
dY (t) = f(t,X(t))dt+ g(t,X(t))dBt (39)
with initial value X(0) = x0 ∈ R, where Bt is the standard Brownian motion, and f(t, x), g(t, x) :
R+ ×R→ R have the expansions
f(t, x) = a(t)x+ o(|x|), g(t, x) = b(t)x+ o(|x|) (40)
in a neighborhood of x = 0 uniformly with respect to t ≥ t0, where a(t), b(t) are all bounded
Borel-measurable real-valued functions. Furthermore, assume the following condition is imposed on
a(t), b(t)
−K ≤
∫ t
0
(
a(s)−
1
2
b2(s) + θ
)
ds ≤ K for all t ≥ 0, (41)
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where θ and K are positive. Also let
0 < α <
θ
supt≥0 b
2(t)
(42)
and define the Lyapunov function
V (t, x) = |x|α exp
(
− α
∫ t
0
(
a(s)−
1
2
b2(s) + θ
)
ds
)
.
From Mao [9], under conditions (40) and (41), the trivial solution of non-time-changed SDE (39)
is stochastically asymptotically stable.
However, from condition (40), the following time-changed type conditions on f(Et, x) and
g(Et, x) still hold
f(Et, x) = a(Et)x+ o(|x|), g(Et, x) = b(Et)x+ o(|x|). (43)
On the other hand, from the following change of variables formula in [36]
∫ t
0
φ(Es)dEs =
∫ Et
0
φ(s)ds,
the condition (41) becomes the following time-changed type condition on a(Et) and b(Et)
−K ≤
∫ t
0
(
a(Es)−
1
2
b2(Es) + θ
)
dEs =
∫ Et
0
(
a(s)−
1
2
b2(s) + θ
)
ds ≤ K for all t ≥ 0. (44)
Define the time-changed Lyapunov function
V (Et, x) = |x|
α exp
(
− α
∫ Et
0
(
a(s)−
1
2
b2(s) + θ
)
ds
)
.
By condition (44),
|x|α exp(−αK) ≤ V (Et, x) ≤ |x|
α exp(αK).
Apply the time-changed Itoˆ formula and compute L2V (Et, x) similarly to [9] to yield
L2V (Et, t) = α|x|
α exp
(
− α
∫ Et
0
(a(s) −
1
2
b2(s) + θ)ds
)
×
(
α
2
b2(Et)− θ)
)
+ o(|x|α).
Also since Et →∞ as t→∞,
b2(Et) ≤ sup
t≥0
b2(t),
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which together with (42) and (44) implies that
L2V (Et, x) ≤ −
1
2
αθ exp(−αK)|x|α + o(|x|α).
This means L2V (Et, x) is negative-definite in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of x = 0 for t ≥ 0.
By Theorem 3.2, the trivial solution of SDE (39) is stochastically asymptotically stable thereby
verifying the Corollary 3.1.
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